Information on Health and Safety in the work place
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Antonio Brogna, PhD – SPPR UniCat
...some instructions for accessing
The health and safety information course at the University

Each of you will have to access the online platform, read the material and take a short learning test.

https://studiumarchive.unict.it
This compliance is mandatory by law and is also very useful for learning some simple measures of prevention and protection from risks in the university areas also depending on the different activities that each of you will have to carry out
Each student logs in with the credentials of the Smartedu student portal.
Enroll in the course in English language
Course access guidelines

click on Documents
Course access guidelines

click on Documents again
open every single module and start studying
There is a first module relating to regulations and safety roles in the university. Emergency measures and evacuation plans.

and a second module relating to workstation ergonomics.
Modules 3, 4 and 5 instead relate to risks of a Biological, Chemical and Physical nature.
Once the study is completed, it is necessary to proceed with the final learning test.
Please note that the information course on health and safety is a mandatory requirement by law for all those who work on the university premises.
For any need regarding health and safety at work, during your stay at the University of Catania, do not hesitate to contact the Prevention and Protection Service SPPR

https://www.unict.it/it/servizi/servizio-prevenzione-e-protezione-rischi

E-mail: sppr@unict.it

Phone: 095.7307865
Thanks for your attention